Taste of Roadmap Night #3 - Logline Clinic Worksheet
WHO are we watching?
WHEN do we join them?
WHAT are we watching them do?
WHY are we watching them do it?
SUMMER OF FREEDOM (Feature | YA)
When she’s accidentally left home alone by her feuding divorced parents, an
ambitious high school junior hatches a bulletproof plan to finance a summer of
freedom by renting out her parents’ luxury homes.
TRIGGER: When she’s accidentally left home alone by her feuding divorced parents,
WHO: an ambitious high school junior
STRUGGLE: hatches a bulletproof plan
GOAL: to finance a summer of freedom
STRUGGLE: by renting out her parents’ luxury homes.
TRIGGER: When she’s forgotten at home by her feuding divorced parents,
WHO: an ambitious high school junior
STRUGGLE: hatches a bulletproof plan
GOAL: to finance a summer of freedom
STRUGGLE: by renting out her parents’ luxury homes.
TRIGGER: When she tricks her feuding divorced parents into leaving her home alone,
WHO: an ambitious high school junior
STRUGGLE: hatches a seemingly bulletproof plan
GOAL: to finance a summer of freedom
STRUGGLE: by renting out her parents’ luxury homes.
When she tricks her feuding divorced parents into leaving her home alone, an
ambitious high school junior hatches a seemingly bulletproof plan to finance a
summer of freedom by renting out their luxury homes.
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OCEANSIDE PLACE (Feature | Psychological Thriller)
A brilliant 18-year-old goth-dressing computer geek and accomplished musician,
along with her best friend, cleverly figure out who and why someone is
committing grizzly murders in their new neighborhood to prevent her father and
his girlfriend from becoming the killer's next victims.
TRIGGER: When a spate of grisly murders upends their neighborhood,
WHO: a reclusive goth computer genius
STRUGGLE: teams up with her brilliant bestie to identify the killer and their motives
GOAL: before her father and his girlfriend become the next victims.
When a spate of grisly murders targets couples in their neighborhood, a reclusive
goth computer genius teams up with her brilliant bestie to identify the killer and
their motives before her father and his girlfriend become the next victims.

DESIMONE & SONS (One-Hour TV Series | Family Dramedy)
When her terminally ill mother dies, a closeted people-pleasing Millenial must
confront her dysfunctional Italian-American family's dynamics in order to become
her true authentic self.
TRIGGER: When her estranged mother dies of Alzheimer’s,
WHO: a closeted people-pleasing millennial
STRUGGLE: must confront her dysfunctional Italian-American family's dynamics
GOAL: in order to become her true authentic self.
TRIGGER: When her estranged mother finally dies of Alzheimer’s,
WHO: a closeted people-pleasing millennial
STRUGGLE: confronts the dysfunctions of her Italian-American family
GOAL: and blossoms into her true authentic self.
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WHO: A closeted people-pleasing millennial
GOAL: finally finds her true authentic self
STRUGGLE: when she confronts the dysfunctions of her Italian-American family
TRIGGER: after her estranged mother dies of Alzheimer’s.
An irresponsible and deeply unsuccessful playwright is forced to put her
Broadway dreams on hold to care for her fastidious father in Wisconsin and
repair their dysfunctional relationship when he’s diagnosed with Parkinson’s.
WHO: A bisexual people-pleasing millennial
GOAL: pushes her true authentic self back in the closet
STRUGGLE: when she moves back in with her dysfunctional Italian-American family
TRIGGER: after her estranged mother dies of Alzheimer’s.
WHO: A bisexual people-pleasing millennial
GOAL: pushes her true authentic self back in the closet / begrudgingly
post-pones her coming-out
STRUGGLE: when she’s forced back into her dysfunctional Italian-American
family’s antique business
TRIGGER: after her estranged mother finally dies of Alzheimer’s.
WHO: A bisexual people-pleasing millennial
GOAL: begrudgingly post-pones her coming-out
STRUGGLE: when she’s forced back into her dysfunctional Italian-American
family’s antique business
TRIGGER: after her estranged mother finally dies of Alzheimer’s.
TRIGGER: After her estranged mother finally dies of Alzheimer’s,
WHO: a bisexual people-pleasing millennial
GOAL: begrudgingly post-pones her coming-out
STRUGGLE: when she’s forced back into her dysfunctional Italian-American
family’s antique business.
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After her estranged mother dies of Alzheimer’s, a bisexual people-pleasing
millennial begrudgingly post-pones her coming out when she’s forced back into
her dysfunctional Italian-American family’s antique business.

